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BUA mining communities is a social movement which represents
over 10 mine hosting
communities in and
around the Bojanala
Platinum District Municipality, North West
Province. BuaMC exists
to unify all its allies, to
safeguard and monitor
human rights violations, and to enhance
fairness and justice in
all mine hosting communities within the
area.



The BUA NEWS newsletter is a joint venture
between BUA mining
communities and the
Benchmarks foundation,
as BUA take part in
their community monitoring school programme.
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“Yonke  Indawo  Umzabalazo  Uya  si  vumela”
During  the  apartheid  era  “Yonke  In-
surrounded by several mining activities of
dawo  Umzabalazo  Uya  si  Vumela”  
well-known companies. The youth and eldwas one of the strugers of the community
gle chant sung by our
have been chanting
forefathers and parents
this chant in defence
during demonstrations
of their land, enviagainst the operation
ronment, human
they were facing. 20
rights and demanding
years in to democracy
development.
the Chant has not it
The community has
struggle vibe. The
turned into protest
community of
hotspot since 2009
Chaneng situated
when one of RBPlats
north of Rustenburg,
mine shaft called
Chaneng youth marching on human rights
one of the Royal BaStyldrift
started operday 2012. Photograph by
fokeng  Nation’s  29  
ating in Chaneng
Olebogeng Motene
villages under leaderwithout community
ship of Kgosi Leruo
consultation, were
Molotlegi It also forms part of Rusyouth of Chaneng expressed their frustratenburg Local municipality desigtion by protesting and some youth got arnated as ward 2. This community is
rested. Continued on page 2

ing school were they meet
once a month and take up
on community issues, write
short articles. All this artiThis is BUA NEWS first cles are gathered and pubissue and it has been made lished on social networks,
a success by the commit- www.communitymonitors.
ment of the BUA mining net website,
communities’  monitors  
www.buanews.blogspot.co
and the Benchmarks
m and soon will be shared
Foundation. Through
by an e-letter. This are
monitor’s  commitment  on   powerful stories as their
the Benchmarks monitor- written from experience.

Newsletter team
note

Every mine, a community
cost. Hope you enjoy all of
this interesting and eye opening articles.
(BUA NEWS team-Olebogeng
Motene, Amogelang Tabane, Mpho
Makgene, Tshepang Molale, Khumo
Ntodi, Omphile Rakhudu, Gift Kgomo
and Takatso Tontsi)
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Consistent with their struggle the of Chaneng youth
with the support of Kgotla
(Tribal Council) applied for
the march against the Stlydrift project in 2011. This
came to surprises Rosond
and Geoserve infill drillings
and scared them 3 d working
days. This community
gained momentum daily and
disturbed the Styldrift project production severely.
These protest had Mr Paul
Sebego the MEC of Local
Government and Traditional
Affairs on Chaneng soil to
come address the situation.
In 2012 there was another
protest addressing unemployment as
Stlydrift shaft was hiring and not giving Bachana first priority.
That was not the end; in 2013 the
youth of Chaneng protested against
the illegal infill drillings found in village without consultation and 6 were
arrested by mine police and handed
over to SAPS they slept one night behind holding and their case was close
with conditions. These did not stop
the protest, youth accompanied the

injured by the rubber
bullets. Their case
has been postponed
several times from
2012, they will going
on trial on the 29 October 2014. this is
one tactic used by our
government to demoralize activist as
they fear being arrested and stop participating in social
movements. Not yet
uhuru.
village chief Mr Seotshoane to the
drillings to tell them to stop. This
By Tshepang Molale
(Chaneng concerned
unrest still continued, on human
resident)
rights day 2012 the youth went on a
peaceful march. This was regarded as
Pictures above shows police
public violence by the SAPS, they
getting ready to fire rubber
came in and realised tear gas and shot
bullets at the youth of
rubber bullets at protesters, while
Cheneng on Human rights
day and a bruise from the
demonstrating their right to protest.
rubber bullet on one youth
On this day 6 females were arrested,
member. Photograph by
detained for seven days with no trail
Olebogeng Motene and
Tshepang Molale
and medical attention to one who was

causes such as aging of
houses, uncontrollable tree
roots and poor foundations.
But before the mining activiThe Wonderkop community ties in the communities peoare living in life threatening ple lived in these houses for
houses. Most houses in this
years, planted trees, and used
community are cracked; this the same building method
is a result of the mining acand lived in mud houses and
tivities of 4Shaft located never experienced the chal+2km away from the comlenge at hand today. One
munity of Wonderkop. Min- may feel the vibrations of the
ing  started  in  1960’s  in  Won- blasting activity of 4shaft
derkop, and over the years
mine and you would feel the
people have pinned the
ground shaking.
cracks to several possible

4shaft mine crack opening houses in Wonderkop.

“This  is  a  big  problem  espe-
cially in winter because the
cold air gets in the house
through the cracks and the
house  become  cold”  said  a  90  
year old lady who lives with
her 56 year old daughter.
Most families have tried to
fix the cracks in their homes,
and even as far as chopping
trees in their yards, but they
still experience the cracks.
Cracked house in

By Gift Kgomo.
(Wonderkop concerned

Wonderkop village.
Photograph by Gift Kgomo
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informal and formal population
which was given a section named
had growth explosion. The village Nkaneng.  The  “Marikana  miners’  
became surrounded by Western
strike”  on  the  10th of August
2012 killing 34 workers by
Wonderkop Village is a small
the police which happened
village in Rustenburg Local
in Wonderkop surroundMunicipality, held by Madings made National and
ibeng Local Municipality unInternational headlines.
der Bojanala Platinum DisThe village has since been
trict in The North West Provknown for its brutal killings
ince of South Africa. The vilof mine workers and the
lage is near a township called
South African Police and
Marikana. Wonderkop was a
its reputation of having
farm occupied by white farmWonderkop main koopie were miners were shot claimed the life of many, afers who later dispersed and midown in August the 16th 2014. Photograph by
fected the Village community
Olebogeng Motene
grated to a different location
so badly. A year after the
after decades. In the 1900s it
and Eastern Platinum Mines all
strike the miners where rememwas discovered by the Batswana
Falling under the Lonmin Com- bered and it was since quiet until
villagers (Bapo) who later occupied
pany which had since employed the recent strike in 2014 which
the village and started moving in, in
up to twenty four thousand work- began in early January, which
groups.
ers and merged with different
lasted for months, until there was
In the 1970s mining was introduced contractors. Different people from an agreement. Will this turn to be
and grew to become the main indus- different locations started migrat- yearly trend?, hope not.
ing to Wonderkop village coming
try in the region. The main mining
by Amogelang Tabane
is PMGs and Chrome. Since the in- to work. They started their own
(wonderkop concerned resident)
settlements (building shacks)
troduction of mining activities the

Wonderkop, South
Africa’s  home  of  brutal  
killings.

the Magope regime when his father was exiled to
Botswana.. Jacob Zuma was recently chastised for
appointing himself a chairperson of a Nonit has come to our attention that since Niall Caroll
resigned as Bafokeng chief financial investor, with a Governmental Organization. The NGO called Masimore than R1,5 billion handshake, the Bafokeng au- bambane Trust, is worth more than R1 billion. A lot
of Rural Development Departmental budget was
thorities have been cautioning bankruptcy.
It is reported that the chief acknowledged poor over- funneled to the NGO to implement what was an essentially departmental agricultural program. It is unsight and advised Council not to pursue the handderstood the President has since resigned.
shake as it was based on the contract the Bafokeng
had with him (Niall). The chief went further to announce that platinum revenue has dropped, leaving The moribund Bafokeng Development Trust and the
recent failed attempt by the chief to register Bathe Bafokeng in the red. It is reported that massive
retrenchments are currently ongoing at the RBA and fokeng land in his name has effectively scuppered
the chiefs plans to have total control over the Bathe  COO’s  powers  diminished.
fokeng assets.
To top it all, the chief has announced that he is going His plan to open a private entity and his request to
go on a long sabbatical has left much suspicion to a
into business for himself and is set on opening a
family Trust. It is reported the chief is worried about number of concerned Bafokeng communities.

Bafokeng bankrupt, chief escaping?

the hardship his family experienced at the hands of

By Othusitse Rapoo. (BLBA secretary)
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the  people  whose  cv’s  are  accepted  have  found  
employment, not even an sms, email or phone call
to  acknowledge  receipt  of  the  cv’s.
Bafokeng Nation.
The Royal Bafokeng Nation is known to be the richest Unemployment has psychological effects on the
residents and they end up taking part in illegal
nation in Africa with villages like Phokeng, Luka,
activities like theft just to put food on the table.
Chaneng etc . Although the nation is surrounded by
This matter has been brought to the chief's attenplatinum mines, the unemployment rate is very distion by means of a peaceful strike.
turbing. The rate increases rapidly as more and more
people are entering the labour market on a daily basis. There are many things that can be done to fight
unemployment, candidates should do regular folUnemployment is a condition that prevails a person
who is able and qualified for a position but cannot ob- low ups at the centre where they handed in their
cv’s,  they  should  register  their  cv’s  with  employ-
tain work at a current wage level. Unemployment is
ment agencies and the department of labour.
caused by a decline in the economic activity which
results in little job opportunities or none at all. Unem- Youth should volunteer at various
ployment can also be caused by lack of relevant skills NGO's around Rustenburg this way they develop
(skills employers seek) from job seekers and nepotism. skill. Recycling should be given a thorough look
There  are  centers  like  the  RBI  which  accepts  cv’s  from   and invested into. People collect bottles and cans
and  get  a  small  fee  for  their  efforts,  it’s  not  much  
the  Bafokeng  residents,  cv’s  should  be  accompanied  
but  it’s  enough  to  buy  bread  for  the  day.  This  way  
by proof of residence from their kgosana, this is to
both unemployment and crime are both alleviated.
check proof of Mofokeng status and be given preference. There is a log book that keeps record of the
Minah Motuku.(Luka concerned resident)
names,  dates  &  time  of  people  handing  in  cv’s.  Cv’s  
have been piling up for over a year now and most of

High unemployment rate in the

table. This dumping area is located
in Photsaneng Section near Impala
Hospital
and No1 shaft.
People in the community are currently selling this steel at recycling
Luka is a village in the North of
scrap yards . They started during
Rustenburg and Located in the
the AMCU platinum belt strike,
platinum mining region. Unemand did not stop after the strike
ployed people in the community
have found recycling as a way of stopped because some lost their
jobs.
fighting poverty. They digging
his activity started during the
out steel and cables as dogs or
vultures scavenging a dead carcass AMCU strike.
On the 18 May 2014, Sunday
just to put food on their families
around 14:30pm in the afternoon

Scavenging  on  Impala’s  
old dumping side to
fight poverty

(Picture on the left shows
Rustenburg community
monitors in one of the holes
that are dug to exhume the
steel . Photograph by
Tshepang Molale)

visited the dumping area, I met a
member from community who is
in his mid-30s, a father, employed
at Impala Platinum but was on
strike by then who told that
“recycling  really  helps  him  a  lot  
because he can provide for his
family during mining strike is
over. The way they dig out the
steel is very dangerous but they
feel there is no other way as they
are unemployment and have to
make ends meet.
by Omphile Rakhudu. (Luka concerned resident)
(Picture on the shows
one of the wholes which
steels is exhumed and
taken to scrap yards for
money. Photograph by
Omphile Rahudu)
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Community lives in the dark due
to poor service delivery.
The community of Ikemeleng has lived in the
dark and empty promises for years, with no service delivery on basic human needs such as electricity. The installation project started last year
towards the end of the year and by far they have
installed the main power lines across the community  and  still  haven’t  completed  to  date.  There  is  
no budget and this is according to the Rustenburg
Local Municipality.

5

Ikemeleng youth had organized a meeting to address
the challenges faced by the community and at the
end of the meeting the memorandum was written
and addressed o the director of infrastructure development  but  haven’t  reported  back.  It  has  been  quiet  
and the situation is still the same.
We urge the municipality to set up another way to
deliver good quality services and to involve the
community about the project before writing another
letter to address the follow up of burning issues or
any further action can be taken. The community demanded proper service before end of June 2014.
by Buti Botopela (Ikemeleng concerned resident)

whom  doesn’t  want  to  be  men-
tioned,’’  said  that  the  principal  
told them to go home as there was
no water and the school feeding
scheme  programme  couldn’t  cook  
Water is LIFE, water a precious
and  the  children  didn’t  have  water  
scarce resource that we need to
to  drink  ’  and  she  also  said  that  
take care of not to waste it, our
‘’she  loves  going  to  school’’,  all  
right to access to sufficient water the schools lesson was interrupted
is protected in section 27(1)(b) 0f as they had to leave early as
the constitution of South Africa,
11h00a.m.. A woman between the
according to a national regulaage of 40-45, told me that she
tions, everyone has the right to a
woke up at 6 o clock in the mornminimum basic clean water suping to do laundry and the water
ply.
was dirty, so she tried four buckets
of 20 liters hoping that she will
The past few weeks the community of Chaneng experienced dirty find clean water after that but it
water supply in their taps without was still dirty, she waited for an
any notice about situation, this is hour still there were no changes
violation of the right to clean wa- and  she  didn’t  have  a  choice  but  to  
use that dirty water as there was
ter by the Royal Bafokeng water
affairs. And the department of wa- too much laundry and the family
ter. At this point, the community had to look clean even it stained
suffered especially the women as her white clothes.
they are often home and struggle a Most community members said
lot  to  meet  their  family’s  needs  
that the water had mud in it, and
when water is dirty, and again
that they had suffered from diarwithout water there is nothing that rhea but they never consulted a
can be done , life stops.
doctor but they said that it could

Unpurified water
for community
consumption

A community primary school girl

be a result of that muddy water,

with anger they mentioned that if
they were informed about the
situation or whatever process that
was happening they could have
stored clean water in tanks or
buckets for their health sake now
they are using it for food preparations and drinking and it could be
hazardous to their lives but they
have no choice as they are hungry
and thirsty, they indicated that
they  don’t  know  who  is  responsi-
ble for that. Communities have the
right to fair treatment, it is illegal
to cut off or supply dirty tap water
without notice, it is time that everyone take responsibility and act
towards their actions.
By Mpho Makgene (Chaneng
concerned resident)

Water from taps in Chaneng.
Photograph by Mpho Makgene
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Sanitary sewer havoc in Marikana
Wes
Sanitary sewer is a separate underground carriage
system specifically for transporting sewage from the
house and come and commercial building to disposal
or treatment. The system of sewers is called sewage.
The sewage system in Marikana is a problem, now
that there is water everywhere on the streets from the
sewers of the houses. They are houses with blocked
and burst pipes, so the water flows to the streets.
This sewage is water is a water carrying waste in solution that is intended to be removed from a community. It is more than 99%
of water and also contains
physical condition, chemical constituents, and bacterial organism. This solution smells very bad as it
contains human waste and
germs from the bacteria.
On the 13th of June I
spoke to Mrs Mphahlele
about her neighbours
drowning  yard.  “Her  yard  
might be a dam of sewage
water, but the smell goes a
long way. She as reported this problem at the municipality offices and they promised to help. Every
year  it’s  the  same  problem.  We  don’t  know  how  this  
problem because it persists. The smell is just all over
the  place.  We  are  literally  living  in  a  smelly  toilet”.  
That’s  how  the  neighbors  are  affected.
“We  can’t  smell  the  aroma  of  our  food;;  we  can’t  
open  windows  for  fresh  air”.  They  do  not  know  how  
much  damage  is  done,  as  they  feel  it’s  the  bad  smell  
that annoys them, there is more to it than just a bad
smell but health wise they may be highly affected.
Mr Albino Cuna thinks the smell is the least to worry
about.  On  the  13th  June  he  said  “we  hardly  make  
movements in our own yards, we reported so many
times and even gave up and dug furrows to open way
for the water to go the streets. Never mind the smell;
it just gets too messy with water, dirty water all over
the  yard”
The sewage in Marikana is a very serious problem. It
affects our health and our community is not satisfied
with maintainace service. The sewage spill flows in
our yards and all over the streets of the community.
by Takatso Tontsi. (Marikana concerned resident)

Sewage spill flooding our yards
and streets.
On 12 may 2014 i spoke to Mr Mchavana around
13h00  about  this  matter  and    he  said    “we  have  
been this problem for a while now, we tried to fix
it but keeps on leaking and flooding our yards,
we hardly go outside, and children play around
this  spill.  It’s  a  huge  health  hazard  as  they  de-
velop  allergies  and  develop  long  time  diseases”.    
in order for this sewage problem to be solved we
don’t  have  to  wait  a  long  time.  When  we  report  
this issue to the local municipality we always been
told they are busy in town
or they will sent help, but
no help arrives.
Is a disgrace and disgusting
to be living in this conditions were as we pay for
services. We do not enjoy
breathing in fresh air rather
we inhale carbon dioxide.
Mr Mphahlele comment
ted that they can't even
smell or enjoy their food
peacefully, he said this on 13 may at 16h00.
By far the best solution for this health hazard
problem is to only solution for this to end is to
stop  installing  this  sewage  because  it’s  a  total  
failure.
by Surprise Ntlathi. (Marikana concerned resident)

The above pictures shows sewage overflowing in yard and on
the road of Marikina wes.
Photography by Surprise Ntlathi
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“Place  of  hope”  
Ikemeleng has been experiencing overcrowding since
its vicinity and the mining operations taking place
within the vicinity of Ikemeleng plays a major role in
the increasing population within the community.
There have been several reports about this overcrowding problem faced by the community, and till
today nothing has improved. Ikemeleng is one of the
communities within the Rustenburg Local Municipality that is within the vicinity of mining companies. It
is supposed to be the richest in terms of development
and  social  labour  plans  (SLP’s)  and  Cooperate  Social  
Investment (CSI) of the surrounding mines.
The population is still increasing daily due to job
seekers and during the AMCU strike , it has played a
major role in increasing the population. Since the
strike started in January this year , some members of
AMCU had moved to Ikemeleng to live with their
relatives while some came for cheaper accommodation because they didn't have enough money to pay
rent .
Violence and crime is hitting rocket high. It has been
going on for a while and nothing is improving only
worsening. People are encouraging others to engage
on strikes to demand employment. This is causing
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division in the community since some people feel
that they want to use them for their own financial
benefits. After people get engage in strikes, the
same employment opportunity they fought for is
being sold to the highest beater. This exchange of
employment for money has also played a crucial
role the increase of population, because people pay
for their relatives and relocate to Ikemeleng from
their homelands.
Rustenburg Local Municipality has come up with
the strategy to alleviate this problem within the
community to have no more than five (5) tenants in
a yard once the electricity project is complete and
up and running. Aquarius mine has also started using a strategy of employing one person in a family
whose only source of income is having tenants, by
doing so there will be less people depending on
renting out backrooms to have income. But they
not are practiced yet.
It is about time that these strategies that have been
sung as if they are lyrics of a popular song for the
past two years be put into practice. We urge all
stakeholders to work together to finalize the strategies and place them in action.
by Steven Ramokhula (Ikemeleng concerned resident)

The big steel monster put to over by the train and 8 passengers by train where the owners was
were injured. On the 4th of Octo- never been compensated.
stop .
ber 2012 there was an accident
between a train and taxi collusion
The railway crossing through
Rasimone to Boshoek crosses the that left nine people injured
amongst which was an 8 months
R556 road this railway has been
here for decades and it's owned by old baby and police were investithe company called Spoornet and gating reckless driving. Again on
the 6th of October 2013 another
this  company  it’s  one  of  the  big-
accident left a family homeless
gest companies in South Africa.
This  railway  has  claimed  people’s   when a car got hit by a train and
ran through two shacks, and ran
lives, livestock and houses.
over a little boy sleeping, fortuIn 2010 there was a huge accident nately he is alive and suffered
that caused life of the people who critical injuries said the eye witwere the minibus that was run
ness. and four cows was run again

As I talk to one of the workers of
the railway Mr Themba Zulu during the construction he told me
that the company has decided to
make an automatically boom gate
that control it's self so that they
can slow down the accident . This
was boom gate was built in 2013
December. This bomb gate is
needed in Rasimone as this railway passes there and most accidents occur there.
by Collen Raphata (Chaneng
concerned resident)
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Public clinic and
hospitals poor service
lead to loss of lives.
Nurses are supposed to be there in
public hospitals/clinics to assist
patients on daily basis .It is their
profession to be medically fit and
open hearted to patient asking for
assistance to them but that's not
happening in our local clinics .professionalism is clearly a
disturbing factor to the health of
patients when will this stop??
Patients are being neglected, and
harassed by nurses who are impatient because they want to get their
jobs done quickly regardless of the
patients feelings in hand. This is a
disgrace indeed. Why choose a
career  that  you  know  it’s  all  about  
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working with people every day but
still be harsh to them. Patients
must be treated with respect
whether young or old there is not
difference whether heavily sick or
fit enough to stand on their
own...be humanly nurses because
this people come to free governmental clinics because they do not
have the right facilities to go to
private clinics where they can get
better services.
Baragwana hospital is one of the
most funded public hospital, on
17 May 2014 a Mafenya resident
currently living Gauteng (whose
name can't be revealed due to family's situation) was in for labor and
was attended on a later stage,
when nurses finally came they
found that the unborn baby had
already died due to suffocation in
the ambiotic sag (placenta). She
told to wait as doctors are very

scarce in the hospital and there
was nothing they could do to help
without  the  doctor’s  orders.  Imag-
ine the pain and burning sensation
of a baby inside you and having to
wait.
If it was not for the aunt shouting
and fighting with the nurses,
threatening them that she will take
the matter to the next level this
young crying lady would have
waited longer for doctors to come
operate the baby out, or even
worst died while waiting.
Civil servants this is a plea from
the family of the patient treated
badly.  ”Our  family  is  a  deeply  hurt  
as we lost a precious due to the
nurses negligence we will never
forget this tragic incident that happened  to  us”  said  the  aunt.
by Khumo Ntodi. (Mafenya
concerned resident)

Picture on the left: BUA community monitors hosted California university students for two days at Rustenburg Kloof
resort, this exchange programme entailed sharing experiences and a toxic tour around the Rustenburg platinum belt.
The tour started at Ikemeleng then proceeded to Maditlhokoa, Marikana, Luka then Mafenya. Photograph by Professor
Chris Banner
Picture on the left: BUA community monitors after a Benchmarks community monitoring school session in Rustenburg.
On the Picture Khumo, Omphile, Khumo, Buti, Happy, Takatso, Tshepang, Surprise, Amogelang, Gift, Minah, Tshepo,
Kenny and Steven. Photograph by Olebogeng Motene
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